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Homecoming ’85 preview
By Gary Allen Jpnkin

similar to 1984, including Home
The 1985 Homecoming Week coming Queen coronation in Chalend for alumni, students, parents fant Hall, Thursday night, 7:30.
and friends will be October 17-20, Paul Cunningham will speak at the
starting with the traditional corona special Homecoming chapel Friday
tion of the Homecoming Queen on morning at 9:45.
Thursday night, and closing with
Also in Chalfant Hall at 7:30
special Sunday services in. all the p.m. there will be a concert with
« Kankakee area -Nazarene Chur "the college band and college choirs
ches.
-O rpheus, Treble Clef and Viking
Class reunions will be Saturday Male Chorus.
for classes graduating in the years
There will be a women's
ending in 5 and 0-1935, 1940, volleyball game, ONC vs. Concor
1945,1950,1955, 1960, 1965, 1970, dia College at 7:30 p.m. in Birchard
1975, 1980, and the Golden Field House. Admission will be
G rads-all those prior to the 50th $1.00. Then there will be a “gigan
anniversary class of 1935. These tic smorgasbord” in Ludwig Center
reunions will be luncheon meet at 9:30 p.m.
ings in Ludwig Center at 10:30 a.m.
The Saturday events include
Tickets are $4.00.
breakfast at 8 a.m. in Ludwig
The calendar of events will be (Continued on page 2)

Coke pops into Olivet
si says they're "the choice of a new
The competition of the 80s generation." Moreover, both com
isn't between two prominent sports panies spend millions of dollars for
teams, two prom inent music advertisements each year.
The two new Coke machines
groups, or even between McDon
ald's and Burger King. The com have given .the students a chance to
petition is between Coke and Pepsi. try the two popular soft drinks.
This summer SAGA took out" Here are some student opinions
the old Dr. Pepper machines and about the choice between Coke and
replaced them with new Coke Pepsi.
“I enjoy making the choice be
machines. The machines don't cost
anything if the product is being tween Coke and Pepsi. When I am
in the mood for Coke, then I can
used.
drink
Coke. If I am in thé mood for
According to Todd Vicker,
Food Service Manager, the com Pepsi, I can drink that. I really ap
ments from students suggesting preciate the pop machine giving us
they have Coke machines, and the a choice,” says sophomore Janice
popularity of Coke promoted them Kesler.
Who will win the pop war here
to get- rid of the old machines.
Which is better-C oke or Pep at Olivet? Will it be Coke or will it
si? Coke says they're “it" while Pep- be Pepsi? The choice is yours!

New computers In use In the computer lab on the second floor of Benner Library.

(Photo by B. Johnson)

By JoEllen Dunn

CAMPUS CANDID

(Photo by J. Springer)

The Glimmerglass.
worth looking into!

New computers for students
By Phil Davisson

New computers have been in
stalled this semester in the com
puter science department that are
"light years ahead” of the previous
system used for computer educa
tion classes.
Professor Larry Vail, computer
science and mathematics instruc
tor, describes the new IBM and
AT&T computers as "light years
ahead of what we had, and we are

excited about that." Vail sees the
benefits to the students working
with the computers as just one of
the many good things coming from
the computer purchase made by
Title III development funds.
As many as 200 students each
semester will be using the system
when the IBM-PCs are added for
spring classes. The computers are
already used by computer majors
and minors for instruction in
Pascal and other languages, as well

as for advanced structure classes.
The system is also used for
teaching Basic in the general
education courses.
Vail views this addition as a
way .of strengthening the depart
ment by "generating enthusiasm
among students" and as a recruit
ment tool to help bring new stu
dents into the computer program.
Title III funds also purchased a
computer cataloging system that
will be used in Benner Library.

Student time management..

Seven-step process offers efficiency
lishment of priorities. It is of great
In fhe Counseling Services ■ importance to determine both long
September staff meeting a Glimmer- and short term goals. This will be a
glass request for a student time continuous and life-long process
management article was presented w ithin which the goals and
to staff members. This group of priorities change. Awareness of
four student personnel profession priorities and time commitment
needs will move items up or down
als provided a seven-step process.
(1) Know your own unique the ladder of the individual’s priori
nesses. (2) Know how you are ty list.
Once priorities have been
presently using your time. (3) Be
honest with yourself about per clarified, a daily and weekly
sonal time usage. (4) Establish schedule can be created. Be real
priorities. (5) Organize all blocks of. istic! Make a schedule that you can
time. (6) Start first the most dread live with. Develop a plan that bal
ed, the most difficult or the most ances both responsibilities and
important tasks. (7) Do not be baffl leisure activities.
It may be helpful to schedule
ed by large tasks; reduce them to
the more difficult and unpleasant
managable units.
Dr. Carolyn Sechrist and Pro tasks first. Don't forget to plan a
fessor Larry Reinhart both in period to reward yourself when the
dicated that all persons wanting to task is completed.
In constructing your schedule,
use their time wisely would need to
know their own needs, schedule, . the fixed time periods are now
energy level and personal unique determined. Included will be such
items as classes, chapel, meals,
nesses.
Further, one would need to work. Knowing about your own
make a seven-day analysis to deter powers of concentration will also
mine how s/he- is presently using be helpful in preparing your plan.
For example, do you function
each 24-hour period of time and be
totally honest about that time best in the early morning, after
noon, or late in the evening? Once
usage.
Following this analysis, s/he this is established, a schedule
has time blocks, duties assign which is personally suited to your
ments, plans, and information - needs can be completed.
Many people have found that a
about poorly used efforts. Thus a
student has the raw material for a written Daily duelto do list is very
helpful. Each- day one should list
time management approach.
Mary Anderson and Professor the items needed to be completed
Frank Garton concurred that this during that day. Preparing this ac
analysis should include the estab- complishment list will give direc
By the Counseling Services Staff

tive tasks for the day and con
tribute to a more* highly developed
monthly time management plan.
A time management schedule
is only of value when followed
closely. Although unplanned inter
ruptions will occur, they can be
more easily controlled as one con
sults regularly his/her daily guide.
For example, if a friend asks
you to go shopping at a certain
time, it is much easier to say "no" or
"yes" if you have checked your
calendar and note how that time
period has already been commit
ted. This may mean learning to say
“no" to some pleasant and legiti
mate activités which you would
like to do, but which do not fit into
your prioritized time schedule.
(Continued on page 2/
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“ Witnessing is the salvation of the church according to Matt. 5:13-16.”
Jack Stone, Pastor, Kankakee First Church
in his Wednesday night service
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Christmas vacation. ..

Dec. 20-Jan. 6 Holy Land tour planned
Masada excavation where a cable
What better way to spend car will be taken up to visit King
Christmas break than in the Holy Herod's Palace.
The Bedouin encampments of
Land? See the great paintings of
Rembrandt in Amsterdam, cele Sinai, where the desert Nomads'
brate Christ's birthday in Beth way of life hasn't changed since the
lehem, be baptized in the Jordan Sons of Israel migrated through the
Rivei’, visit the pyramids of the Sinai, will be visited on Dec. 27. A
tour of St. Catherines Monastery
pharaohs, and cruise the Nile.
Mrs, Twyla Ellwanger, direc will also be taken.
A climb up Mt. Sinai will start
tor of World Mission Travel, and
Dr. Harvey Collins, tour chaplain, off the morning of Dec. 28. Later,
after flying to Cairo, the travelers
will escort travelers on the 18-day
will ride to the pyramids via camel.
trip Dec. 20-Jan. 6.
The itinerary includes many The following day Will be spent in
Cairo.
sights and events. Dec. 21 will be
The ship for the Nile cruise
spent at the Rijkmuseum in
will
be boarded on Dec. 30. The
Amsterdam viewing the works of
next
day, visits will be made to
Rembrandt. A climb ,u p Mt.
Carmel to view the Persian gardens Thebes Necropolis and the Tombs
and the Bahai Temple will be one of Tutankhamon. On Jan. 1, life
along the river will be observed
of Dec. 22 highlights.
Christmas Day will be spent on and stops made at Esna and Kom
the Sea of Galilee and in Caper Ombo.
The new High Dam will be
naum where Jesus preached and
seen after arrival in Aswan on
lived.
Golgotha and the Garden Jan. 2.
TheTemples of Abu Simbel are
Tomb are two stops scheduled for
one
highlight of Jan. 3. Travelers
Dec. 24.
■—
will then return to Cairo for a con-'
On Dec. 23, travelers will see necting flight to Athens.
the Dead Sea Scrolls, the place of
On Jan. 4, they will travel the
the Last Supper, and King David's Corinth Canal to Corinth to see the
Tomb. Bethlehem will also be ruins, and visit Delphi, Greece's se
visited.
cond largest city.
On Dec. 26 travelers will see
A visit to the Acropolis and the
the Mount of Temptation and the Parthenon on Jan. 5 end the Holy
By Amanda Colby

NEWS LINE
By Phil Davisson

Feel like you've missed out on what’s happening in the world
since you came to school? Did you remember that things are hap
pening beyond the confines of the campus? To end that life-underthe-bubble feeling, try to read a newspaper or newsmagazine once
in a while. At the very least, read this column to find out about the
major news stories of the past two weeks.

London

Government officials here announced the expulsion of 25
Soviets from the country. This comes after a top Soviet consul to
England, also head of KGB operations here, defected September 12.
In what appears to be â retaliatory move, the Kremlin announced
that 25 British nationals would be forced to leave the Soviet Union.

Washington
President Reagan announced his version of economic sanctions
against South Africa because of its policy of apartheid. Earlier,
Reagan has opposed such sanctions. His move seems to be an effort
to prevent more restrictive sanctions that are in debate in Congress.
Reagan's sanctions, announced September 9, include the bann
ing of computer sales, nuclear technology sales, loans to the govern
ment and steps toward preventing the importation of Krugerrands,
South African gold coins. Within a week, South African President P.
W. Botha made public plans to drop the policy of denying black
South Africans citizenship, as well as abolishing a series of other
laws that tightly control and restrict the movements of blacks in
South Africa.

Illinois
Governor James Thompson signed several pieces of legislation
September 17 designed to promote research into Alzheimer's
Disease. One of the bills signed into law will allow victims to
qualify for federal health aid without selling their houses to meet the
minimum income and property value levels.

New York
Some 18,000 children from 63 schools in thé area stayed away
from school recently to protest the decision to let a second grader
who has Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) attend
school. 850 students and parents picketed schools in Queens in a
similar action. These are just two examples of a growing problem
facing school officials and state legislatures as more and more
school-age children contract AIDS. The situation will continue to
worsen as long as the question persists about whether or not AIDS
can be transmitted by casual contact.

Atlantic Ocean
The Titanic has been found at last. Robert Ballard, leader of the
U.S.-French team to make the discovery, announced September 11
. that the luxury liner that sank after hitting an iceberg in 1912 has
been located off the east coast of Newfoundland.
Ballard developed special equipment with the U.S. Navy and
involved computer-controlled robots mounted with cameras to
make the search in 13,000 feet of water. No plans are being made to
move the ship that carried with it more than 1500 people to the
ocean floor.

Outer Space
A U.S. space probe initially sent in 1978 to study the sun was
rerouted in 1982 and made contact with a comet September 11.
Comet Giacobini-Zinner is less famous than Halley's Comet, but
this is the first time any such encounter has been made. Valuable
data was collected and transmitted by the probe when it passed
through the tail of the comet 6000 miles behind its head.

Land tour.
The tour cost is $2338 from
Chicago, and includes airfare, first
class hotel accommodations, trans
portation, sightseeing, and all
meals in the Mideast. A $100
deposit, which is refundable, is re
quired at time of registration.
Many more sights are schedul
ed than those mentioned above.
For a complete itinerary and more
information, contact Dr. Collins at
939-5172.

Time management
(Continued from page 1)
Fun can be scheduled too. The
planning person just sets another
time to do it. You have managed
yourself.
A schedule will also help break
large projects into smaller and
more manageable units. A term
paper can be assigned a few hours
each week instead of many hours
in the week it is due.
A plan will work, but only if you
work the plan. It truly pays to plan
ahead.
On the Olivet campus, several
offices aid students to develop in
the areas of personal time manage
ment. Students are invited to visit
the Learning Development Center
on the lower level in the Benner
Library complex and the Counsel
ing Services in Burke, Room 027.

Putting it
together
By Teresa Ulmet
Vice President of Spiritual Life

Dear Olivet Family^,
As I sit here amongst papers - piled high, books, birthday cards,
and freshly cut flowers, for the occasion just mentioned, I have one
thing to say: "I thank my God through Jesus Christ for you all!"
(Rom. 1:8) You are wonderful! God has been so good to give us to
each other for the four short years we are here. I love you.
Although this week has been busy and I could almost feel over
whelmed by all there is to do, I'm excited about the rest as well as
the peace God can give us when we take more time for Him. Jesus
says, "Come to me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will
give you rest," for a reason. He means it!
There’s a new concept I'm realizing, and I'm learning more
about it every day. Here it is - are you ready? The more time I
spend in secret with my Lord the less I depend on people for my
needs and fulfillment. I know what some of you are thinking! You
think I’m a real jerk for not having fofind this out sooner. Well, just
take it easy, 'cause some of us are slower learners than others!
I'm so excited because I can feel my foundation is becoming less
wobbly and more solid! My happiness and my joy depends upon
my Lord. Hey - it doesn't excite me a whole lot to think of having all
my friends die at once to test the new concept. But, I think I can
confidently say - No matter what happens to me or to those around
me it's 'on Christ the solid rock I stand - all other ground is sinking
sand."
Take a look at yourself - Do you drain those around you - just
because you're lonely? Do you demand the time and energy of
others to fulfill your selfish desires? If so - try spending more time
with your Savior in your "private world.” Let Him satisfy you with
His love and attention. He loves to spoil His children!

Hunger Walk scheduled Oct. 13
The churches of Kankakee selves."
Registration for the walk will
County and Compassionate Min
istries of Olivet Nazarene College begin at 2 p.m. and the walk itself
will be sponsoring a hunger walk will start at 2:30, led by a marching
on October 13, which will begin band. It will continue for 12 kilom
eters (7.7 miles) through Kankakee,
and end on the campus of ONC.
The purpose for the walk is to Bradley and Bourbonnais, with rest
help raise funds that will go to the stops along the way.
The goal for the walk has been
Church World Service.
"They (CWS) receive nearly $2 set at $15,000, but Lyons is op
million a year with 40 percent of timistic that it will exceed That
that coming from walks like these,” amount.
said Dr. George Lyons of Olivet's
T h e response thus far has
Compassionate Ministries. 'The been beyond all of our expecta
money is distributed for relief of tions," said Lyons. “We have more
hunger and developm ent of recruiters in the area than we pro
technologies to~aid these people in jected at the start, and that should
making a better life for them result in more walkers."

Homecoming Preview

Although a large portion of the
money raised will go to another
country, 25 percent will be return
ed to Kankakee County and
distributed to organizations such as
the Kankakee Food Pantry, the
Salvation Army and Compas
sionate Ministries at Olivet.
In addition to walkers and
sponsors, workers are also needed
for such tasks as registration and
rest stops.
For further information on the
hunger walk, contact the Reverend
Bob Olson (932-7515), Dr. Lyons
(939-5269) or father Joel Fortier
(933-7683).

(Continued from page 1)

Following the game, a gigantic
Center for Phi Delta Lambda
Honor Society, Hall of Fame Sports Western barbecue is planned for
Awards, and Home Economics 4:30 p.m. in Snowbarger Park. Cost
is $5; children under 6, $2.50. ONC ■
alumni. All breakfasts cost $3.
There will be a men’s soccer students are admitted free.
The Varsity/Alumni basketball
game, Alumni vs. Varsity at 10
■a.m. in Snowbarger Park. Admis game is in Birchard Field House at
8 p.m. Admission is $1.
sion is free.
The varsity football game will
There will be a concert given
be against Loras College at 1:30 by three alumni on Oct. 19 at 8
p.m : in Ward Field. Advance p.m. Duo-pianists Stephen Nielson
tickets are $3 and $2 for ONC stu and Ovid Young, both former ONC
dents. All tickets at the gate will faculty members, now live in
be $4.
Dallas, Texas. Jonathan Welch,

tenor, now lives in New York. He
has done evangelistic singing and
has won several honors in opera,
including the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions.
The Associated Student Gov
ernment is developing the Home
coming theme, which will be an
nounced at a later date.
Dr. Harvey Collins will be
directing the decorations com
mittee, and prizes will be awarded
to classes whose displays best ex
press the theme.

Christmas vacation trip in England
The English Department will
be sponsoring a trip overseas dur-'
ing this year's winter break. The
tour, entitled Treasures of England
and Holland" will begin on
December 26, 1985 and go through
January 7. 1986.'
The itinerary consists of a visit
to London, including the oppor
tunity to visit St. Paul's Cathedral
and witness the changing of the
guard in Buckingham Palace.
Students will travel along the
Pilgrim's Way, as talked about by
Chaucer in Canterbury Tales, and
then ride on into Canterbury.
From London they'll travel to
Bath, which was once a Roman
Legion health spa that has been

revived for the same purpose and is
now being used by British aris
tocracy.
The tour will advance to Strat
ford, to visit Shakespeare's birth
place and tomb, and then on to an
evening performance of the Royal
Shakespeare Theater, which is one
of the world's most prestigious
repertory theaters.
From Stratford, the group will
make a night crossing of the
English Channel and travel to
Hoek.
Once in Hoek, they'll transfer
to Amsterdam to receive a guided
tour of the city. Students will visit
such places as the New Van Gogh
Museum, the Anne Frank House,

the Rembrandt House and the
Royal Palace. They can spend an
entire day exploring Amsterdam,
and then take an evening canal ride
past the 17th century homes and
backwaters of the city, before
returning to Chicago.
The cost of the trip is approx
im ately $1,549, based on a
'minimum- of 15 people par
ticipating, and there is a payment
schedule arranged. There will be
other costs, such as departure taxes
and passport fees.
For f u r th e r in fo rm a tio n
students should contact Dr. Gary
Streit, chairman of the English
Department.
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EDITOR’S CORNER
By Jay Martinson

(Photo by J. Springer)

The Techaus— ONC’s missionaries-in-residence
By Marilyn McDowell

“Bel bilong mipela; Kirap
nogut tru long Stop wantaim yupela
hia long ONC,” said the inhabitants
of the Mary Scott House.
Translated from the pidgin
English of Papua New Guinea, this
means “We are thrilled to live here
at Olivet."
There are many miles between
the Olivet campus and the island of
Papua New Guinea, located north
of Australia. Joe and Carol Techau
have traveled even more since they
have been on furlough.
“Since January 15, we have
traveled 26,000 miles and spoken
in 105 services sharing what the
Nazarene chruch is supporting
through niissions offerings," said
Joe Techau.
The two needs most keenly felt
are the lack of medical help and the
illiteracy of the people. Near
hospitals the health standards have
improved, but 90 percent of the
people are considered malnourish
ed. Food is available, but the peo
ple do not know how to use it.
They will not break the traditional
diets of their ancestors.
As far as illiteracy is concern
ed, the nationals are very eager to
learn to read. But if something is in
print, they accept it as truth.
"We have had difficulty ex
plaining some stories such as Dr.
Seuss books that one woman sent
over," stated Carol Techau.
The Techaus are looking for

w ard to m aking o th er im 
provements upon their return, the
biggest of which is an airstrip in an
area without education or medical
help. They will also lay ground
work for a schodl.
But for now, the Techaus are
here at Olivet adapting to the
cooler climate and once again
speaking the English language.
This is their second ONC ex
perience. The first was in the 60s
when they met as students on cam
pus. A friend of Carol's introduced
them, and after a few long talks“
and six months of dating they were
m arried..
“We prayed about it and felt
the Lord would have us be mar
ried. Joe had a call to preach, and I
had felt a call to the mission field at
age 5," said Mrs. Techau. "I had
testified at various church camps
that I should be on the mission
field, but then God told me I
shouldn't tell it but wait for the call
to be realized."
The Techaus pastored 14 years
before their call was realized. 'At
our first pastorate people would
say, W hen are you going to the
mission field? We were getting
older, and Joe still didn't feel a call.
We felt released from one church,
but then God sent us to another.
“Finally at a zone missionary
rally I didn't feel any guilt to just be
sitting there not out in the field. I
thought God had released my call.
That was fine as long as He wanted

it. Then for days I couldn't sleep or
eat. The missionary president from
the church said, 1 believe if you
leave here, it will be to the mission
field.' Then the floodgates opened,
and the tears came. Later that week
Joe came in crying and said he felt
released to apply for overseas
work."
So in January 1981 they left for
the field. Their two children, Bill,
16, and Donna, 14, attended an in
ternational primary school. Later
Bill went to a mission school, Sum
mer Institute of Linguistics, spon
sored by the Wycliffe translators.
The Nazarene church sponsors
a hostel for high school students
overseas. The curriculum at these
schools is very intense. Both Bill
and Donna will graduate early.
Stated Mrs. Techau, "Our son
has preached for us several
times. Souls have been won under
his ministry. After graduation, he
plans to attend Olivet and study
religion or theology Donna would
like to be a pilot or doctor and
return to missions."
Mrs. Techau's advice for a
young person feeling a call is,
"Whatever your interests are,
develop them. We need all kinds of
people, not just doctors, nurses,
and teachers. Be yourself. God can
use you. If you are content and
happy, what greater thing can God
give you?"

It’s not that I want to think back to the ASG elections of last spr
ing. (You remember “J stands for Journalism" and all that other cute
stuff.) But in thinking back, I'm trying to decide if I'm doing what I
promised I would do.
With such a hard-working staff, I believe we're pretty much on
target, and searching for new ways to improve.
But I wanted to write this particular column to clarify exactly
what The Glimmerglass is, in relation to you, and in relation to me.
Yes, I'm the editor. But it's not my paper. I'm just its organizer.
I've put together a staff that will help me collect news and features
pertinent to the students (YOU) of this college.
The result should be an accurate portrayal of student life at
ONC. It should contain the news and views important to you.
Speaking of views. The Glimmerglass is a place for student opin
ion to be voiced. Each issue will feature a different topic on which
you are invited to write your opinion.
I look at this issue's Viewpoint section and make the natural
assumption that everyone is 100 percent behind Amy Grant con
cerning her move into the secular music world. Announcements
were made welcoming anyone to write a viewpoint, and only three
people replied, all of whom support her decision.
People will look at this issue and say that it is biased. It's not
biased. We don't write the viewpoints. We print what you write, and
what you don't write, we can’t print.
And it's not that you're apathetic. You've got very definite opi
nions. Please feel free to share them in our viewpoint sections. The
paper will benefit from your input, I guarantee it.
Of course we don’t have room to print everyone's opinion if
everyone on campus jumps on an issue, but we'll print as much as
we can. I guarantee that, too.
Also, the paper will improve with your input concerning news
>tips, viewpoint topic ideas, possible features, etc., etc. If you see a
way that the paper could be improved, let me know.
The Glimmerglass is your newspaper. Help make it one that
you're proud to call your college newspaper.

GLIMMERGLASS PUBLICATION DATES
and copy due dates
Copy due
Publication date
Oct. 7
Oct. 28
Nov. 11
Dec. 2

Oct. 17
Nov. 7
Nov. 21
Dec. 12

Graduate Studies program growing
By Anne West

Most of the students at Olivet
are pursuing bachelor's degrees in
various fields. However, 96 of the
students registered are seeking
their master's degrees.
The Graduate Program of
Olivet was authorized by the Board
of Trustees in February of 1961.
The program offers courses leading
to the Master of Arts degree in
religion,, the Master of Arts degree
in education with majors in

Queen elections
By Betsy Norris

“Your beauty should b e . . .that
of your inner self, the unfading
beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit
which is of great worth in God’s
sight." (I Peter 3:4)
Do you know a lady with this
type of beauty? If she is a senior,
vote for her in the upcoming
Homecoming Court elections.^
These elections will be held Oc
tober 2 for the seniors to nominate
ten prospective senior ladies for the
Homecoming Court.
The next election will be Oc
tober 9 for juniors and seniors to
select the five members of the
Court.
The final election will be Oc
tober 16 for everyone to select a
Homecoming Queen. The results
will be revealed October 17 at 7:30
p.m. in Chalfant Hall at the
Homecoming coronation.

Elementary Education and Secon ' gram, which lasts 22 months, is for
dary Education and the Master of elementary teachers. If successful,
they will graduate during the sum
Church Management degree.
The largest section includes 41 mer of 1987.
The requirements for admis
Students, many of whom teach in
the Kankakee area. They must go sions to graduate study include: a
through a 20 month curriculum 2.5 grade point average and a
with an emphasis on English edu bachelor's degree from an ac
cation, receiving their master's credited undergraduate institution.
The Director of Graduate Studies is
degree in May, 1987.
The Graduate Council is Dr. Gary Streit and the Chairman
presently studying several grad of the Graduate Council is Dr.
uate option^. They include Masters Willis E. Snowbarger.
The office of the Division of
in psychology, pastoral counseling,
business ad m in istratio n and Graduate Studies will be moving to
science education. There is no a new location in several weeks. It
definite date as to when these op- will be on the main floor of Burke
Administration Building where the
. tions will go into effect.
A new version of the elemen Dean of Students office is currently
tary education program will begin located. The Dean's office will be
in January 1986. This package pro- moved to Ludwig Center.

TRADITIONAL HAIR SERVICES
UNISEX STYLING

GILDED CAGE
Tanning & Styling Center
10% DISCOUNT
To Students
on both
Tanning and Hair Services
Featuring: Wolff Tanning System

AFFORDABLE HIGH FASHION STYLING

^S T U D E N T
h^uTI) S C U S S O ldw B H B pW
SPFHIAL
CONTEMPORARY SALON"
Haircuts $6.00
r/.«'. WÊM
H 932 0707
His / Hers
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D e fa u lt c r a c k d o w n o v e rd u e
(Reprinted by permission, from
The Daily Journal)
The federal government is
finally getting serious about collec
ting the $4 billion or so owed it by
student-loan defaulters.
The U.S. Department of Edu
cation recently notified these dead
beats that they will have 60 days to
begin repayment or to make ar
rangements to pay their debts.
Thereafter, the IRS will start
withholding federal tax refunds
due the defaulters, up to the total
owed, beginning with the 1985 tax
year.
This long-overdue crackdown
was authorized by Congress which
has become increasingly restive
about the burgeoning federal
deficit. Indeed, the Department of
Health and Human Services and

the IRS have already launched a
successful pilot program of
witholding federal tax refunds
from parents with delinquent
child-support payments. To date,
the IRS has pared some $221
million from their 1984 tax returns.
The Educations Department
began using private collection
agencies to recover delinquent
debts in 1981. Thus far, the depart
ment has recouped more than $400
million in outstanding loans. The
government is also garnisheeing
the wages and pensions of the
46,000 current or retired federal
workers who own nearly $65
million in unpaid student loans.
Nevertheless, there are an
estimated 1 million student-loan
defaulters who have eluded the
department's collection efforts. The
IRS should prove particularly

helpful in recovering the money
owed Uncle Sam.
Most of the defaulters are
beneficiaries of the Guaranteed
Student Loan program wherein thegovernment guarantees repayment
of the money that students borrow
from banks. The remainder have
received federal funds directly
from the colleges via the National
Defense Student Loan program.

One Step Backwards

These defaulters gouge the tax
payer and deplete the pool of
money available to needy students
who depend upon federal loans or
loan guarantees to further their
education. Accordingly, we ap
plaud the Education Department
and the IRS as they get tough with
those individuals who refuse to
meet their financial obligations.

But why choose the Book of John?
By Doc Newcomb

I know what you are thinking.
You are thinking, "Why did they
ever print such a stupid article in
The GlimmerglassT How could
anything be more boring?
That is what I would think if I
had not written this article. In fact,
you are probably one of the few
readers who has even read this far
into this article about devotions.
Most people decide they have more
important things to do than read
this.
Devotions, however, are im
portant and I thought that I should
accept the challenge of writing
about them. I am afraid that too
many of us neglect this important
activity of devotions far too often.
It is an easy thing to do,
especially at a Christian college.
After all, we pray before every
thing: meals, classes, chapel,
athletic events, concerts, and even

real spiritual events like filing. I
have a fear that we will soon have
prayer so legalized that students
will pray before they take a
shower.
In the setting where everything
seems "Christian" like Olivet, we
easily rationalize that we do not
need a spiritual time to get away
from everything and get Spiritual.
We need time away from life's busy
activities. Moreover, we need time
away from the activities to be with
God.
■ Please do not allow your godly
activities to come before your rela
tionship with the Lord. And
another thing, God wants to spend
special time with us. It is amazing
to me that the Almighty Powerful
Creator and Ruler of the Universe
is sad when I neglect a little time to
be alone with Him.
Yes, I agree with all that, you
say, but why John? I don't know

I didn't knou I ums s p e e d in g !
Look, mam, l*M A 0 0 6 H '

why they picked John for the book
of the semester, but I do know
(from what little knowledge I do
have about scripture) that John is
one of the finest books in the Bible.
Even Phil Davisson says it is his
favorite gospel, and I can see why.
John is an exciting writer. He
was probably the youngest of the
apostles, and wrote this gospel later
than the other three.
Commentators have estimated
that he wrote it as early as A.D. 45
and as late as A.D. 90. John was
getting old and the young Chris
tians needed to know more about
the jesus they followed.
John knew Jesus very well. He
refers to himself as "the disciple
whom Jesus loved,” suggesting the
close relationship he had with the
Lord. John was the only disciple
who followed Christ to the cross.
He truly loved Jesus, and it is easy
to detect as you read his story.
John's point was to prove that
Jesus was in fact the son of God.
His book is therefore very
theological. I dare you to study it; it
will make you grow.
Have a good time in your devo
tions, and strive to learn as much
as possible about Jesus and John.
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by B erke Breathed
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By Step Bassett

I was in a meeting the other day to help pick a theme for this
year's Homecoming. I didn't know what a difficult task that was un
til I was a part of it. The theme can really make or break the party.
And the theme is just a part of the whole event. You have to plan for
special events and speakers, as well as accommodations and
souvenir sales. Some of you will also have to plan where you are go
ing to go over that weekend.
Can you imagine what Homecoming will be like in the future if
Olivet becomes a university, and each college in the university has
its own Homecoming, complete with theme, activities, and special
speakers? I got so curious as to what things will be like in the years
to come that I called up Dr. Emmett Brown and we took his
DeLorean for a ride into the future.
The first place we went was the 1995 Physical Education Home
coming, titled “Glory Days." The P.E. people really are having a
good time now that they got rjd of the plays and music that used to
clutter up Homecoming, and got an event that their alumni could
appreciate. They had Varsity, Junior-Varsity, powder-puff, and
alumni football games during the day, and VarsityT Junior-Varsity,
women's and alumni basketball at night.
They went all out and got several outstanding Christian
athletes, such as George Foreman and Mr. T to be the speakers at
their banquet this year. It was a little extravagant, but not without
cause, as this year's Homecoming crowd witnessed the long-awaited
groundbreaking for the Les Parrott Physical Education Center.
Next we hopped over to the Business College Homecoming. Jim
Baker, spokesman for the PTL Club, gave the keynote address at the
affiar, under a satin banner that had this year's theme, "Holiness
+10% Unto the Lord." Afterwards, this year's Olivet 500 Club was read, with awards
given to the top ten moneymakers for the year. The whole thing
lasted until the wee hours as alumni stayed to compare jobs,
clothes, cars and stock portfolios.
Tiring of the twentieth century, Dr. Brown and I made the
jump to the year 2005. We went over to the College of Religion and
Philosophy, where we arrived just in time to see the Dean of the
College of Religion, Phil Jackson, kick off this year's Homecoming
with the theme “The Same, Yesterday, Today, and Forever."
This year they were celebrating the Golden Anniversary of us
ing Exploring the Óld Testament and Exploring the New Testament a s .
the canon of education for generations of Nazarenes. The depart
ment even went to the expense of flying in Purkiser's and Earle's
great-grandchildren for the gala event. After their banquet, they did
much the same kind of thing as those at the business banquet, but
with congregations and buildings instead of stock portfolios.
Dr. Brown and I visited many other time periods, and would
have liked to present you with a more indepth report of our findings
but it was incredibly difficult to take notes and research during
Homecoming, and many buildings were virtually inaccessible due
to the crowds. We also wanted to interview some students, but it
seems they all went to their own homes for the weekend.
Oh well, I guess some things will always be the same, yester
day, today, and in the future.
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By Milo Singleton
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Who's just as hot on the Christian charts as Amy Grant? Well, on Jim Channell's Christian Count
down USA, it's “Medals" (the title cut) at number 40, “I'm Not Alone" at 35, "Silent Love" at 34, and "Here I
Am" is now leading the pack at number 2. The Key City Countdown on FM88 WKOC, which is decided
by listeners here in the tri-cities by request, is now registering "Silent Love" at number 4. The artist sing
ing these songs, of course, is Russ Taff.
The music on Medals is a good change for him. While he hasn't succumbed to an overwhelming 80s
new wave style (Like Farrell and Farrell or Petra did), he has kept the style of good Christian rock-n-roll
there. The cuts are produced with a lot of guitar and drum to give the album a hint of the 7Qs. The right
amount of synthesizer also adds the touch that propels this album into the 80s.
The lyrics are spiritually sound, and just as important, the man singing them seems to be also. The
mix of the album is good, with the cuts "Medals" and "Rock Solid”jamming down, and "Here I Am" and
"Silent Love," your big A.C. (Adult Contemporary) hits, .climbing the charts.
Without a doubt, this probably is .Russ Taffs biggest success, but I am upset that he didn't do another
white spiritual like "We Will Stand" which was on his first album Walls of Glass. So I’m only giving four
and three-quarters stars out of fiv,e for Mr. Taff and Medals. ,
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VIEWPOINT
Outreach or compromise?
Amy Grant entering the secular market
By Steve McKenzie

By Don King

By Bill Cherny

Music controls us. Even the casual listener cannot
help but be shaped and/or reinforced in his beliefs by
what he hears.
The messages and attitudes that come to us
through songs help shape our attitudes, our thoughts,
our perceptions of our world and, consequently, our
behavior and interaction with others. It is truly the
most powerful force in the universe.
Most of us realize that this force in music does ex
ist. The real question at hand, however, is how is this
immense force being utilized? Is the power and influ
ence of music being used or abused by us as Chris
tians?
It is very obvious that the secular realm of music
features as many degenerative abuses as it does uses.
Unfortunately, people everywhere are constantly be
ing bombarded by the negative influences and
messages of some secular bands to the point of accep
ting those lifestyles and attitudes as the norm.
How can we as Christians allow this demoralizing
process to continue uncombated? A few truly talented
secular bands-Styx comes to mind as one-convey
some of the deepest truths, greatest creativity and
most reinforcement of Christian attitudes and values
through their music.
How much more could we, as Christians, do to let
our One True Light shine through the power of
music?
I truly admire the efforts of those Christian artists
who are trying to provide an “alternative” music form
to Christians. In truth, however, by playing solely to
IChristian audiences, they are doing nothing more
. (than giving us a choice of music.
By claiming the title “Christian Band” as their
own, Christian artists are automatically allying them
selves with Christian truths.
By restricting themselves within the boundaries
of their own private'music charts and surveys, they
are contradicting the very truths that they claim to
- uphold. Their overall effectiveness at spreading their
faith becomes negligible.
Realistically, what good is an altar call at a Chris
tian concert when it is given to 20 or 30 thousand
Christians?. It may stimulate many to the point of
recommitment, but how many are really led to the
point of conversion?
Lately there has been an effort to change the
tides. Petra co-signed with the secular record label,
A&M Records, to help promote their latest album. As
we all know, Amy Grant managed to penetrate deep
into the Forbidden Zone (Billboard magazine's national
Top Forty survey) with the song “Find A Way.”
She has been criticized for being more subliminally Christian in order to hit the secular charts.
This is not a problem, for I feel that if one "secular
ized" song will cause a predominantly Christian
album to sell in a secular market, then it has done
more to further the cause of Christ than the other
Christian bands combined.
It is our turn to start showing our faith through
not only our lives, but also our music. And the time is
right!
Now that Christian bands have begun to be notic
ed in the secular world, I would advocate a full scale
blitz of the secular charts by these bands. For if our
faith is really the Truth that we claim it to be, we can
not lose.

ONC VOICES /

What do you think, is Amy Grant going secular
and compromising her Christian faith? My ’initial
reaction was yes, she's going for the big bucks in the
secular market.
The first I heard of her new album, Unguarded,
was on a non-religious station. At the end of “Love
Will Find A Way” it was announced as one of Amy
Grant's songs. I have never been a big fan of her older
music, so I immediately started to judge. She was
singing a song that had no obvious godly message on a
secular station. My conclusion was that it must be a
secular album.
This decision came about in a matter of a few
minutes, hearing the song only once and not really
listening to the words. .From that point on every time I
heard the song, I was appalled.

“She wasn’t watering it down. ..
the message is sticking out as
plain as daymou just have to be
willing to hear it.”
How could she do such a terrible thing? I never
listened to the words carefully because I already
knew they were secular.
Some of my friends at church asked me, “Don't
you think it's great that Amy Grant is getting the
Christian message out to the world on secular sta
tions?”
“But there's no Christian message,“ I said. They
asked me to listen to the words carefully.
I went the the religious bookstore to listen to the
whole album. I went expecting to hear a watered
down album that would attract secular listeners and
still pass as Christian music. I was shocked! Listening
to the lyrics hit me.
She wasn't watering it down. She wasn't hiding
anything. It was all there. The message is sticking out
as plain as day. You just have to be willing to hear it. I
had my ears plugged before that point.
With the worldly success of her single, “Find A
Way," she has gained a lot more media attention. I
have read a couple of articles about her in the last few
months that were very encouraging.
She was extremely honest in both articles, coming
right off the bat in saying that she wasn't perfect. She
and her husband had gone through some rough times,
but they worked through them.
Th^ message she was trying to get across was
-A m y Grant is a human being who needs help from
God to get through her struggles just like anybody
else.
Is Amv Grant compromising her Christian faith?
No one should be complaining that Christian music is
being played on secular stations, because through
Amy, God is sending His message to the secular un
saved world.
Instead of judging her, we should support her and
her ministry.

Pretend Judy Coomer, entrepreneur of SAGA,
has the opportunity to move SAGA operations into
cities everywhere. Now the great taste of SAGA will
be savored nationwide.
What an intelligent way to spread that delicious,
life-changing food. But there’s a snag. Some Olivetians
say she's compromising. “Our meals are packaged dif
ferently now,” they say. “But Ah!” grins Judy, “Same
food, different arrangements.” GREAT.
You know SAGA, now consider Amy Grant. For
almost ten years she's sung about Jesus Christ. But, in
her musical journey, she's changed. Her latest release,
Unguarded, fuses today's transient pop music with the
Everlasting Christ. Same food, different arrangements
-ri^ht.
In years past, as a singer/musician, Amy Grant
has targeted a predominantly Christian audience.
Now that she’s making a monumental decision to
reach secular folks as well with the Gospel, she's get
ting pressure (or shall we call it persecution), but it's
not coming from the w orld-it's flowing from the
veins of Christ's body.
What a novel idea, to plant the Gospel in today's
music! “Ah, but it'll never work,” some say. That's
what they said when Jesus was hanging on the cross,
identifying with us.
Any manager with a brain knows that if you have
something of great worth to people, you should
market it! This has eluded Christians for centuries.
We're well aware that few non-Christians will listen
to a preacher or read a Bible to interpret life.
However, many people listen to music to find
truth. The bad news is that a lot of trash is accepted as
truth in today's music. The good news is that Amy
Grant is smack dab in the middle of secular music,
and when people listen to that, it's an alternative—
and it's the truth.
Amy is marketing Jesus and in a broader way
than ever thought possible.
What about the lyrics? I admit, I was curious, so I
checked out the Unguarded sleeve. And, I can hon
estly say they're some of the weaker lyrics I’ve seen on
any of her albums. Though Amy mentions Jesus
relatively few times, you'll find Him at the heart of
every song. The lyrics have changed because her au
dience has shifted.
She's using tact so the world will listen to her.
Sure, Jesus is more subtle in Unguarded than in her
previous albums, but how do you witness to your un
saved friends?
Do your spill your “Christianese” on their con
fused ears, or do you tell them about Jesus in their
own language? Amy Grant is feeding the American
public milk, not meat.
My biggest concern is not whether Amy has com
promised, ■■but if she will. There's an incredible
amount of pressure on Amy Grant. In seconds she
could lose it all. You and I both know singers who
have. But maybe that's because we've forgotten to
pray for them.
Amy has gone where no Christian singer has gone
before. We must support this advance of the Gospel.
We don't need to judge, we need to pray. And from
my glance at Amy Grant, she’s taking Jesus along,
deep into the heart of Alligatorland. Great.

What do you think about Amy Grant entering the secular market?

■ ■
TAMI McGUIRE
Junior
Stockbridge, Ml

JULIE SCHAPER
Junior
Benton, KY

BECKY SHOMO
Freshman
Columbus, OH

JACK CALHOUN
Senior
Jenison, Ml

I like Amy Grant's new songs, but I
feel she's getting too caught up in
the world. The more songs she
writes, the more secular she gets. I
think she’s trying to be on both
sides of the fence and has moved
away from Christian lyrics.

Who are we to say how God wants
to make the best use of her talents?
I just hope she's motivated to make
the change for the right reasons.

I can't criticize her decision for
wanting to expand into the secular
field, because I feel her motives are
right. I think if any harm comes
from her decision, it will only be
the fault of the public for allowing
the issue to cause opposition.

I am only bothered by her quieteddown message.' A lot more people
know who Amy Grant is, but do
they also know who Jesus Christ is?
111 have to wait and see.

IB B
BEN FORSYTHE
Junior
Marshall, IL

.1 think its time that we as Chris
tians get off her back and start sup
porting her with our love and
prayers. Petra and other Christian
artists can also be found on the A &
M record label. I would rather hear
two minutes of Amy Grant on
secular radio than two minutes of
Prince, Styx or Madonna.
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Youth in Mission team here Oct.
On October 8-11, a team from
Youth Ministries at Nazarene
Headquarters will visit ONC to
promote Youth in Mission. They
will also conduct interviews for
prospective participants for the
summer of 1986. On October 9, a
special chapel service will explain
the various aspects of the program,
highlighted by a multi-image slide
production produced by Nazarene
Media Services.
A second chapel will feature an
em phasis on church growth
ministries with Rev. Johnny Nells
speaking. Rev. Nells has recently
been appointed as the Navajo
District Superintendent. He has
worked with the Navajo people for
a number of years. He reflects a
Christ-like concern not only for the
spiritual needs but also the emo
tional and physical needs of those
around him. He is an outstanding
articulator and motivator. •
Also joining us will be Mrs.
Evelyn Gibson, Candidate Secre
tary of the Division of World Mis
sion. She will be visiting with those
interested in career opportunities
in world mission.
Interviews for the various
Youth in Mission programs will
begin on Wednesday, October 9
and conclude on Thursday, Octo
ber 10. Each interview will pro
vide details of the ministry, a per
sonal Sharing time with the Youth
Ministries' staff representative, and
an opportunity to audition musical
talents, where required.
Youth in Mission program op
portunities for 1986 include:
Mission to the Cities
Teams of three to six individuals
are sent to selected North
American cities to cooperate with
local and district programs of
outreach, evangelism, and en
couragement. A special emphasis

will be placed on compassionate
ministries. Target cities for ’86 in
clude New York, San Francisco
and Los Angeles.
Contact
This is a children's outreach
ministry designed to build "con
tacts" for local churches. Teams
will be assigned to selected districts
a n d , travel to several churches
throughout the summer. At this
writing, Hawaii and Minnesota are
confirmed districts for Contact '86.
International Student Minis
tries - ISM is a ministry designed
to take the gospel to world areas
while assisting missionaries and
national leaders in their outreach
tasks. 1986 will see several teams
of ISM participants travel to the
Azores, Portugal, Great Britain,
and Central America.
Discovery
Discovery '86 will be a small group
of outstanding musicians privileg
ed to share their special ministry in
praise gatherings in the U.S. and
Europe. Plans are for Discovery to
be a support group for many of the
ISM teams assigned to European
locations.
Nazarene Sports International
The '86 NSI program will see for
the first time two traveling teams.
Men’s basketball and women's
volleyball will be featured.
Outstanding athletes in these
sports will be selected to play na
tional teams and conduct sports
clinics in Central American coun
tries. Opportunities will be given
for athletes to share their faith at
appropriate tim es during all
scheduled events.
Response
Response is a scholarship program
with Nazarene colleges to help
develop mission programs on each
educational zone. The program of
fers varied ministry opportunities

Can yoü fin d the hidden 1ite r a r y terms?

* during the summer months for col
legians to serve in support
ministries in local churches. Ap
plication for this Youth in Mission
ministry must be made directly
with the Response director for
ONC, Dr. Franklyn Wise.
Advance
Advance is the newest and perhaps
most exciting and challenging addi
tion to Youth in Mission. The pro
gram is a long-range ministry op
portunity designed for graduates
and career youths ages 18-29
where participants will be placed
for periods of 6 to 18 months. Ad
vance '86 will place participants in
selected North American locations.
Overseas locations will be added in
future years.
, Collegians and career young
people ages 18-29 participate in
Youth in Mission each year. The
program is made possible through
th e c o o p e ra tio n of Y outh
Ministries, the Division of World
Mission, the Division of Church
Growth, missionaries, district and
local church leaders throughout
the denomination. Contact Dale
Fallon, Coordinator of Youth in
Mission, at Nazarene Headquar
ters, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City,
MO 64131, for further information.
Take advantage of an oppor
tunity to, invest your life in
something that promises eternal
dividends. Apply NOW for Youth
in Missions.
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THE FAMILY PIZZERIA
FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS

935-1212
12 Hedtage Plaza
Bourbonnais

Only the finest
will do
at savihgs to you!
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Cash & Carry
HOURS: 8:30 to 6 dally; 8:30 to 5 Saturday

We’re rig h t close to cam pus!

Closed Mondays
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WE LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO

SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

.from

FLOWERS, GIFTS
AISjD ANTIQUES
2IOO E. M aple • Kankakee • 933-2295
515 S. Main • Bourbonnais • 932-0453

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if vou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll .in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military- Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
CALL CPT ROB MABRY
312-653-4930
COLLECT
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In His footsteps. ..

H a y e s fa m ily h e lp s in Z a m b ia
Reprinted with permission from The
Herald.
By Mary Ann Kirsch
Herald feature editor

Most people have read about
the millions of starving Africans
and some have responded gener
ously with monetary donations to
help ease the suffering.
For the most part, however,
the plight of Africans will remain a
newspaper story or graphic pic
tures seen on television of natives
awaiting death near food stations
or in clinics set up through the
African nations.
A Bourbonnais family will
have the opportunity to ,not just
help the people in Africa, they will
be living among them in-the com
ing year arid offering them aid first
hand.
Today, August 6, Robert
Hayes, his wife and two daughters,
left for Zambia where Hayes will
be Chief Scientific Officer of the
Food Technology Unit in Zambia.
He has been hired by the National
Government Institute of Zambia. A
Fulbright Grant will help him
fulfill his year there.
Actually, Hayes, a teacher at
Olivet Nazarene College in Bour
bonnais, applied for the Fulbright
Grant in order that he might travel
to the Sudan to work in his field. . .
nutrition.
The application, however, was
sent to Zambia and that country
(once northern Rhodesia) im
mediately offered him a contract to
work independently in direct
research for them.
Hayes had signed the contract
and begun to make plans to move
his family there before the
Fulbright Grant came through.
He is grateful for the Grant,
however. "The Research Institute is
paying me top dollar for there, but
-it is not enough for an American
family to live on. It is excellent by
their standards," says Hayes. 'The
Fulbright really helps us; they will
pay our way over there and the
Research Institute will be paying
our way home."
That in itself is a big compen
sation, for the cost of baggage alone
to get his entire family to Zambia is
over $7,000.
Dr. Hayes is more than
qualified to offer nutritional aid to
the Zambians. He has taught food
science and nutrition at Olivet for
15 years and holds a Ph.D. in Food
Technology (with an emphasis on
international nutrition) from the
University of Illinois. He did post
doctoral work in international
nutrition at Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology.
In addition to his teaching and
studies, Hayes has spent the last 10
summers with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture Regional While their parents are busy work
Research Centers working on foods ing to help the people of Zambia,
for the U.S. Food For Peace Pro the girls will be attending the Inter
gram. "I have," states Dr. Hayes, national School of Lusaka.
"developed a method for for
According to the superinten
mulating nutritiously blended food dent of the school, International
and w ill be_ applying th is has over 50 mother tongues
methodology I developed with the represented amont its students. All
U.S. government to the native classes are taught in English, for
' foods in Zambia.” Hayes will be tunately for the Hayes children,
working primarily on a food for since Zambia was a British colony
mula designed to wean young before it became in independent
children from mother's milk.
nation. "Americans are definitely in
'They do not have much meat the minority here,” Hayes says
and so I will have to adapt to the with a laugh.
foods that are available and affor
Still, his children look forward
dable for them . . . things like grains to their year-long experience which
(high protein) peanuts, other may at times even seem to them
legumes." Hayes explains that the like a vacation. At an orientation
Zambian people cannot afford for all Fulbright families conducted
animal foods and some cultures in Washington this summer, the
won't drink milk or eat dairy pro girls saw pictures of their new
ducts. Many people are so poor school. They were particularly im
they sell what animals they have in pressed with the Olympic-sized
order to survive.
swimming pool. Since the climate
In conjunction with his Olivet in Zambia is similar to that of
classes, Dr. Hayes has taken stu southern California, they foresee
dent groups to Haiti three times many opportunities to enjoy the
and to Guatemala once. In Haiti he pool and the mild weather.
field-tested a blend of food in five
In addition,’ the classes are
nutrition centers there.
taught in the British way which is
It is this experience with food not structured.
blending that he will apply, in a
Leona Hayes, a registered
specialized way, to the needs of the nurse who teaches nursing at
people of Zambia.
Olivet, has taken a leave of absence
His work will be done on a
(her husband will be on Sabbatical
small scale in a lab environment. T leave). She has accepted a position
will have to specifically apply ap to teach nursing in the School of
proach to the food things available Medicine at the University of Zam
in Zambia.
bia.
"In Zambia," Hayes continues,
"We did this independently
"it will be done on a small scale and through the Cultural Affairs Of
simply." Eventually his procedures ficer of the U.S. Government,"
will be implemented in two ways: states Dr. Hayes. This represen
produced by the government in a tative is responsible for tying the
small factory-like setting, and then American culture to local culture
used in their numerous clinics, and there. She contacted the university
local mothers will also be taught for Mrs. Hayes and has acted as the
the process of blending the food go-between.
themselves once they have bought
Before returning to the States
the necessary ingredients in the next August, the Hayes plan on “do
local marketplace.
ing a little sightseeing" before com
"It cannot be so complicated ing back to Bourbonnais.
that they cannot do it themselves,"
But mingled with a year of
Dr. Hayes explains. "And, more im challenge, work, education and fun
portantly, it must be possible for will be some big adjustments and
them to do it with their income difficult times. The family has had
which in most cases, is minimal."
to bring all their own dishes and
The Hayes family will be liv pots and pans and 220-volt ap
ing in a house provided by the pliances. They were careful to br
Research Institute among a cluster ing electric fans. Although the
of houses provided by the govern climate is said to be something like
ment.
southern California, the elevation,
Dr. Hayes will conducf his at Lusaka is 4,000 to 5,000 feet,
work nearby.
thus will not be as intensely hot as
His wife, Leona, will have to southern California. When they ar
take their two children, Kristin and . rive, Zambia will be in its winter
Gwendolyn, to school every morn season where low temperatures are
ing before she proceeds to her own reported to be 55 degrees. Late
employment, a trip of about 10 August and September will warm
miles one way.
up, and from November to April,
Kristin would have been a the Hayes will experience Zambia's
junior at BBCHS this year and rainy season which includes an
Gwendolyn a seventh grader at hour or two of rain each day.
Bourbonnais Upper Grade Center.
There will be no washer or

2nd annual Law School Forum set
Prospective law students will
have an opportunity to talk one-onone with representatives of more
than 100 law schools at the Second
Annual Law School Forum in
Chicago.
Scheduled October 11-12 at the
Palmer House and Towers, the free
1-1/2 day recruitment forum is
sponsored by Law School Admis
sion Council/Law School Admis
sion Services (LSAC/LSAS), the na
tional organization that admin
isters the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT).
T h e Law School Forum is an
excellent opportunity for anyone
in tere ste d in atten d in g law
school—especially those not now
enrolled in college-to learn first
hand about what it takes to get into
and succeed in law school, what
‘specific law schools have to offer,

and what careers are available," acco rd in g to M arth a B enson
McGrane, LSAC/LSAS's spokesper
son.
Among the 108 American Bar
Association-approved law schools
from across the nation that have
agreed to send representatives to
the Chicago forum, six are from the
greater Chicago area.
The forum is designed to pro
vide up-to-date information about
law school admission policies and
financial aid to a broad spectrum of
prospective applicants.
In addition to talking directly '
with law school representatives
and securing a wide range of ad
mission materials and catalogs, all
forum participants will have a
chance to view specially-produced
videotaped programs that will run

concurrently throughout the 1-1/2
day forums.
The videotapes outline apply
ing to law school and include infor
mation on the Law School Admis
sion Test, as well as suggestions on
how to evaluate law schools and
how to identify key discussion
topics to pursue with law school
representatives. Particular atten
tion has been given to the needs of
minority group members and to
career opportunities available to
law school graduates.
The Law School Forum has
been scheduled at a time and place
to meet the needs of the broadest
possible spectrum of forum par
ticipants. Doors will be open on
Friday, October 11 from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. and on Saturday, October 12
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Gwendolyn Hayes (left), and her sister Kristin, seated at the piano, with par
ents Or. Robert and Leona Hayes.

dryer where they live, and all the
mended we buy the vehicle then."
Hayes' clothing will have to be To wait would mean buying a car
at a much greater cost.
ironed, as well as their bedding.
T here is a fly over there which
Dr. Hayes feels they got a good
lays eggs in the clothing, and if you
deal. "It turned out we got a 1984
try to wear anything without iron Oldsmobile with only 11,000 miles
ing it first (to destroy the eggs) you
on it." To hold the car, Hayes had to
will itch," Hayes explains.
send half the purchase price as a
Someone will be hired to do downpayment. When they leave
the family laundry and ironing as Zambia next year the auto will be
well as gardening. This is expected sold to another American coming
procedure at the Institute. T hey
into the country.
want us to help their local
There is more than a love of his
economy,” states Mrs. Hayes.
work that prompts Dr. Hayes to
Zambia has two growing move his family, bag and baggage,
seasons and Dr. Hayes is taking across the world.
enough Burpee seeds for two plan
“Christ said, 1 was hungry and
tings. The family is also taking you gave me food to eat. . . ', ” states
special jugs' to hold water. All Dr. Hayes. “I have that deep down
water, they've been told, will have and my purpose is to try to apply
by helping there (Zambia) in that
to be boiled at least 10 minutes.
Mrs. Hayes is also taking some situation."
rather unique recipes with her. She
When the Hayes have settled
will be making her own catsup back into the retiring life of small
(which her family cannot live town Bourbonnais they will be
without), mustard and mayon able, like none of us ever hope to,
read about the starving millions in
naise.
Yes, there will be eggs for the Africa and know that they have
mayonnaise as Zambia has an am personally helped relieve that na
ple supply of chickens for anyone tion's suffering.
who can afford them. The girls
In addition, they will have seen
doubt, however, that there will be first-hand what can be done and
any Golden Arches waiting to know that they did do something.
relieve their inevitable craving for
W h atev er sac rifices and
a Big Mac.
courage the family has had to bor
The family will get around in row from their deep faith and
their new surroundings in an Christian commitment, they will
automobile they purchased last be forever rewarded in the
February. "In January they sent us knowledge that what they did
two sets of pictures and recom made a difference.

Choir to attend Praise Gathering
By Jessieca Exum

"Praise Gathering For Believ
ers," originally started by Bill
Gaither, will host choirs and
singers from all over the United
States for three days of sharing in
seminar sections, workshops, wor
ship services, and concerts.
Dr.JDunbar, who is the head of
Approximately 10,000 people
the Music Department at ONC, are expected to attend, and Or
will accompany the . choir to the pheus will be one of six choirs at
Gathering, which will take place at the seminar. Three are church
the Indiana Convention Center.
choirs and three are college choirs.

Thursday, October 3 through
Saturday, October 5, Orpheus
Choir will travel to Indianapolis to
participate in the annual "Praise
Gathering For Believers" event.

WELCOME
ONC
STUDENTS
j

from your

Dairy
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Some courtesy tips for encounters with the blind
By Cathy Messino

In this day, America's blind
have integrated themselves into
every area of society. As a result,
they add richness to their own
lives, as well as to those whose
lives they touch.
■At Olivet two blind students
reside on campus. In addition,
Professor Bill Isaacs, who teaches
history, also is sightless.
Undoubtedly, either on or off
campus, you will have opportunity
to interact with blind individuals.
When this happens, however,
many are unsure how to respond
or relate to a blind person.
Professor Isaacs says, "People
who try to be courteous and
helpful often get in the way. If you
want to be helpful, let the blind
person tell you how. Just ask.”
When you meet a blind person,
don't be ill at ease. It will help you
and your sightless acquaintance if
you remember these simple points
of courtesy:
1. He is an ordinary person,
just blind. You don't need to raise
your voice or address him as if he
were a child. Don't ask his spouse
what he wants-"cream in the cof
fee?"-ask him.
2. If he is walking with you,
don't grab his arm. Let him take
yours. He'll keep a half-step behind
to anticipate curbs and steps.
3. He’ll want to know who's in
the room with him. Speak when
you enter. Introduce him to the
others. Include children and tell
him if there’s a cat or dog. Guide
his hand to a chair.
4. The door to a room, cabinet,

or to a car left partially open is a
hazard to him.
5. At dinner he will not have
trouble with ordinary table skills.
6. Don’t avoid words like “see."
He uses them too. He is always
glad to see you.
7. He doesn't want pity. But
don't talk about the “wonderful
compensations" of blindness. His
sense of smell, touch, or hearing
did not improve when he became
blind. He relies on them more and,
therefore, may get more informa
tion through those senses than you
do-that's all.
8. If he's your house guest,
show him the bathroom, closet,
1 dresser, w indow -the light switch,
too. He likes to know whether the
lights are on.
9. He'll discuss blindness with
you if you're curious, but it's an old
story to him. He has as many other
interests as you do.
10. Don't think of him as just a
blind person. He's just a person
who happens to be blind.
While a guide dog can be a
blessing to its owner, should it
become frightened or abused, the
results can be devastating. Isaacs
reported that his first dog suffered
a nervous breakdown. Although
, such occurences are unusual, they
are easily avoided by remembering
a few pointers when a guide dog is
nearby.
1. Never call the dog's name,
talk to the dog, or make distracting
noises while it is in harness and
*working.

feeding it can make control of the
dog difficult in restaurants.
3. Never touch or play with the
dog while it is working.
-4. Leave doors closed when a
guide dog is approaching.
5. Never take hold of a person,
the dog, or the dog’s harness at any
time. This rule is especially impor
tant when the team is in the pro
cess of making a street crossing.
The blind person has been taught
to listen to traffic patterns and to
give thd “forward” command when
it is safe to cross.
6. Do not assume that the dog
automatically knows where its
master wants to go. The blind per
son must know where he or she is
going in order to give the ap
propriate directional commands. If
the blind person is traveling in un
familiar surroundings, he may ask
for directions just as a sighted per
son would.
7. When giving directions to a
guide dog user, speak only to the
person. Do not call the dog or try to
get it to follow you. Be specific
about where turns are to be made
so that the blind person can direct
the dog accordingly.
8. If assistance is requested by
the blind person, allow him to take
your arm or to give the dog a com
mand to follow you. The blind per
son should be the one to choose
which method is best.
9. Upon entering an elevator, a
blind person with or without a dog
will need to be advised where to
step in.

10. Should you ever see a blind
person and his dog waiting on the
median of a busy street to complete
his pressing, you must stop and
allow the blind person to cross
regardless of whether there is a

stop sign.
Keep these tips in mind, and
utilize them whenever the oppor
tunity arises. It will help ease the
adjustment for you and those who
are blind.

Havanna, IL: an Olivet hotspot
strong spiritual teen group. Now
Havanna, IL, population 4,400, we are college age and chose Olivet
has one Nazarene church with an because of its strong spiritual
average attendance of 140. About background."
As a teen group, these students
10 percent of these people are now
attending Olivet Nazarene College. paid close attention to those al
Olivet is the closest Nazarene Col ready attending Olivet. When they
lege to Havanna, and is the college would come home, the teens
would listen carefully to their
the church chooses to support.
Although small, this church stories. These stories made them
has a strong impact on its youth. want to come to ONC.
Lydia Roat, an elderly member
According to most of the Havanna
Olivetians, Olivet isn’t only the big . of the Havanna church, attended
gest and the nearest Nazarene cam the first Olivet Nazarene College in
pus, but the one that they hold in Olivet, IL. She often promoted
ONC.
high esteem.
These Havanna students were
The Havanna Olivetians in
clude: Lenora Roat, Greg Roat, also influenced by family members
Gloria Roat, Mark Ami, Janet Ami, who had attended ONC before
Jim High, Steve High, Tracy High, them, and by members of the con
Pamela Whetsell, Tammy Whet- gregation. Many of their parents
sell, Nichole Miller, Lisa O'Bryant, met here at Olivet.
Olivet Nazarene College seems
Tim Atchley, Shelly Genseal and
to have a monopoly on the Havan
Kathy Kane.
Mark Ami declares, “We had a na Nazarene youth.
By Eileen May Tiiimann

COUNCIL TABLE
RESTAURANT

2. Never feed the dog, since

G & G STUDIOS

Seniors sponsor all-school putt
An all-school putt-putt party
will be held Friday evening, Sep
tember 27. The first tee-off time is
9 p.m. at the 50-Fore putt-putt
located near the Bradley Holiday
Inn on Route 50.
The winner of each foursome

will' receive a free pass to the puttputt course. Refreshments will be
available at the course snack shop.
This event is being sponsored
by the Senior class and the cost- is
$2.50 per person.

Resumes • Business Cards
• Wedding Invitations
>Graduation Announcements

409 S. Main St., Bourbonnais
HOURS: Mon-Sat 6 am-9 pm; Sun 7 am-3 pm
Sunday -bring your Church Bulletin and receive
10% o ff your breakfast

345 W . B roadw ay
B radley
933-8181

ro m e /
450 N. KINZIE, BRADLEY
Homecoming is a
special occasion
and deserves a
special something
from Donna’s.

HEADQUARTERS
538 S. Main (across from Chicago Dough Co.) • Bourbonnais
Call 939-4344 for appointment

O N 0 STUDENTS

20 %

With our wide...
selection of
name brands in
Junior and Ladies
department, it
shouldn’t be
difficult.

O F F A L L S E R V IC E S
Between 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday

We a/so. have a
large variety of
accessories and
shoes to help
make the finishing
touches.

Reg. Price

Disc. Price

• STYLES

15.00 (M)
17.00 (F)

12.00
13.60

• HAIRCUTS

8.00 (M)
9.00 (F)

6.40
7.20

• PERMS
• COLOR
• H IG H LIG H TIN G

¡MgMËHB

933-2600

HOURS: M-F: 10-6
SAT: 9-5
SUN: 12-4:30

Call or stop in for prices
and Free Consultation

ONC I.D. REQUIRED
Not valid w ith other d iscounts or prom otions
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SPORTS
TIGER
TESTIMONIAL
¡Editor's note: Each month The Glimmerglass sports section will feature
an Olivet athlete who best exemplifies the motto "Athletes dedicated to
Christlikeness."
By Bryan Woodcock

It doesn't take long to realize that baseball is not Olivet junior
Jim St. John's only priqrity.
Sure, St. John loves the sport that he has played since the age of
eight, but he says, "Baseball is not everything now. It used tolje, but
my priorities are right now."
St. John has centered his life around serving God, and his mere
presence on the Olivet campus is a testimony to that service.
Coming out of high school in Milford, Michigan as a three-sport
standout, St. John was recruited by colleges as both a baseball and
football player. Preferring to concentrate on baseball, St. John ac
cepted a full-scholarship to attend Eastern Michigan University, an
NCAA Division I school with a rich baseball heritage.
At EMU's spring training in 1984, St. John was one of five
catchers on the team, but soon the top catcher was lost for the year
with an injury and two more walk-ons quit. This left St. John as one
of two catchers, but he saw limited action throughout the first half
of the season.
"At mid-season it got real frustrating," said St. John. "I asked my
mom and dad to pray about me transfering to ONC."
The outlook at EMU improved during the second half of the
season as he became the regular catcher, but two weeks into the
summer-league schedule he decided to come and play for former
' coach Tom Knowles. "I felt the Lord wanted me at Olivet for some
reason, and I still don't know why," said St. John. "It was hard to
leave EMU because I was starting to show them what I could do."
Then he added, "I don't regret leaving at all. Once you make a
decision, you can't look back."
What St. John found at Olivet was an NAIA school which gave
him only a partial scholarship and a program that has had only one
player drafted by the major leagues, while EMU had four players
drafted in 1984.
The ONC player that was drafted was Mike Overy, who was
taken by the California Angels in 1972 and pitched for them in
1976.
But don’t think that the speech communications major has writ
ten off a possible pro baseball career. He has participated in several
pro tryout camps, and with a good season in 1986 he could very
well be drafted.
St. John does not want to toil in the minor leagues for 10 or 12
. years, though. "If they say I have a future, I will stick it out for four
years. I have other things in life I want to do."
In regard to his non-baseball future, St. John is considering swit
ching his major from speech communications to Christian Educa
tion with the thought of one day being a youth minister.
"I love teenagers and I want to help them get through life suc
cessfully," said St. John. "I want them to know there is the word
'no.'"
St. John has set a pattern of success that would be credible for
any teenager to follow. Besides being a baseball standout, he was a
~ three-year starter at quarterback for Lakeland High School, which
was 11-1 his senior season. He was also a two-year starter on the
basketball team, averaging 18 points his final season.
But according to St. John his best athletic experience occurred
this past summer as he played baseball for Athletes in Action, a
group of Christian athletes who travel the country playing top com
petition and sharing what God means to them.
The other players on St. John's AIA- team were from N.CAA
Division I schools such as Oklahoma, Stanford and Florida, and the
team's record of 32-16 was the best ever for an AIA team.
St. John batted .370 while playing catcher, outfield, and seeing
some infield duty. "I got to further my skills and witness to people,"
said St. John. “I played with top notch players who were Christians,
and we relied on each other.
“It got me started thinking about what God wants for me in life.”
Despite a lofty history of success, St. John has remained hum
ble. “I want to give God all the glory and praise. He has blessed me
so much. I want to show you can be an athlete and a Christian, too.".

(Photo by J. Springer)

Athlete of the month Jim S t John.

(Photo by J. Springer)

DePauw rolls, but ONC still hopeful
Reprinted by permission from
The Journal

GREENCASTLE, Ind. —Despite the
final score, Olivet Nazarene Col
lege Coach Ken Richardson was
able to see some bright spots in his
team's performance Saturday af
ternoon.
The Tigers lost 52-16 to
DePauw in their season opener.
T hey are a good team," said
Richardson. "We made young mis
takes."
DePauw took advantage of
Olivet's inexperience in the first
half by jumping to a 31-0 lead
before the visitors could get on the

board. ONCs first points of the
year came on a 45-yard field goal
by Richard Driggers.
The host team scored again
before the half was over giving
Olivet a 38-3 disadvantage.
It took Olivet until the fourth
quarter to generate some offense,
but when it did, the Tigers rallied
for two touchdowns. The first was
a 13-yard run by Jerry Weber and
the second came on a six-yard pass
from Brad Watts to Weber as time
ran out.
“We came back and played
well (in the fourth quarter)," said
Richardson. 'We saw improve

ment, and I think we're going to see
more and more as the year goes
on."
Weber turned in a fine perfor
mance as he rushed for 88 yards on
11 carries, and caught three passes
for 22 yards.
Darrin Steen led the defensive
effort with 13 tackles and team
mate Dave Bolander added nine.
Todd Fry and Mike and Marty
Phelps recorded eight tackles
apiece.
Olivet hosts Alma next Satur
day at 1:30 p.m. in its home opener
at Ward Field.

-4

ONC alumni finding experience a virtue.

(Photo by S. Wiese)

Intramural baseball going strong

stop Keith Holderman led his team but they had trouble at the plate in
The intramural softball season to victory with a 4-for-5 day at the their second game as they fell 14-2
got underway September 9, and plate that included two homers and to the Bobcats. Timely hitting and
after the first two games, the Pan two singles. Holderman backed his solid defensive play by Scott Fitz
thers were alone in first place with day at the plate with solid defense gerald was a key in the Wildcat vic
a 2-0 record. The Bobcats, Cougars, in the field.
tory.
The Jaguars (1-1) lost a tough
Jaguars and Wildcats were all tied
The Lions got off on the wrong
for second with 1-1 records, while 15-11 game to start the season but
foot
as they dropped a pair of con
the Lions were 0-2 and bringing up rebounded to claim a 17-16
triumph over the Lions. Doug Nor tests, 12-7 to the Panthers and
the rear.
The Panthers attribute their ris at shortstop and Phil Stewart 17-16 to the Jaguars. Chris Wooden
early success to left-fielder Jerry provided hot bats to help the is the team's top pitcher, and is
leading the Lions at the plate with a
Ford, who led the team to a 12-7 Jaguars even their record.
The Cougars opened with an .505 average.
victory over the Lions, and an 18-9
defeat of the Cougars. Ford's ability 11-6 win over the Bobcats, then fell
The games thus far have pro
to hit the long ball was the telling to the Panthers 18-9. Ken Couchen- ven to be exciting, with an average
' our was cited for his play both in of 23 runs per contest. And the ex
factor in both contests.
The Bobcats Split a pair of con the outfield and at the plate, as he citement should continue all
season long as the six squads battle
tests as they dropped their opener delivered key hits in both games.
The Wildcats outslugged the for first place.
11-6 to the Cougars, but came back
ONC cheerleaders using their energy constructively at carwash fund-raiser. to whip the Wildcats 14-2. Short Jaguars 15-11 to start with a win,
By Bryant Williams
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As I see it
By Bryan Woodcock

I find it very difficult to sit through a Tiger football game at
Ward Field.
Now don't misunderstand me because I enjoy football, and I en
joy supporting my school team. Maybe that is the problem. I've
always felt that if you go to a football game you should make a little
noise and not be afraid to get up and yell.
But at an Olivet football game a fan would almost feel out of
place standing up and cheering. I noticed it last year, and I was
reminded of it again two weeks ago at the Alumni game, when the
alumni supporters made more noise that the ONC student body.
I realize it was only a scrimmage game and that it was low scor
ing. But there were things to cheer about, such as linebacker Steve
Boone's interception run that gained big yardage.
Crowd noise on a big play can get the team fired up and turn
the game around. Players and coaches both realize a vocal crowd
can make a difference. Sometimes it can be like having a twelfth
man on the field.
The crowds at Big Ten football games aren't afraid to get up and
yell. This past Saturday I attended a somewhat boring Purdue-Ball
State game, but. the crowd of 63,162 made its presence felt. If
nothing else they cheered about, the passing of Jim Everett.
Now the Tigers don't have Everett and they won't draw that size
of a crowd, but a few hundred screaming students would make
them feel like the student body cares about the football program.
This year ONC has a young team that is full of desire. They
showed this in their opening-game loss to a tough DePauw team,
when they scored with no time remaining in the game. They never
gave up, and I know that Coach Ken Richardson and crew will be
fired-up and ready to play hard again Saturday in the home-opener
against Alma.
So Saturday afternoon take a study break about 1:30 and
wander out to Ward Field to support your Tigers. Afterall, they are
Olivet's team.

(Photo by B. Johnson)

Stu Roice takes charge.

Olivet soccer team shows potential
By Brett Frankhauser

Olivet's soccer team kicked off
its fall season with a 1-3 record for
Coach Lester Jones.
The Tigers started off the year
with an 8-1 loss to Judson. ONCs
goal was by first-year player Taka-

Women’s tennis
By Brett Frankhauser

Olivet's women's tennis team
started the 1985 season off with an
8-1 win over Rockford and a pair of
losses.
The win over Rockford came
on Saturday, September 7 for the
Tigers, with their only loss coming
at No. 1 singles. .
Olivet gained victories in
singles action at No. 2 through No.
5 from KeHi Knepper, Geri Caven,
Jenni Hudson, Beth Brillhart and
Candy Bauer.
The Tigers' doubles teams also
won easily as Caven-Knepper,
Hudson-Jones and Bauer-Duerkson
all posted victories.
On September 10, the women
faced a tough Lewis University and
Candy Bauer brought in the only
victory with her 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 deci
sion.
Olivet Coach Carol Doenges
commented on the loss, "We were
facing a very tough and strong
team. They're an NCAA Division II
team, so a loss like that can help us
to prepare for other teams with
their quality."
Next up for the Tigers was a
9-0 home-court loss to a fine St.
Joseph's (NCAA Div. II) team.

fumi Yajima with an assist coming
from Lance Elson. Valuable goalie
Britt Cary had 20 saves for the
Tigers.
On Wednesday, September 11,
the Tigers lost 4-016 North Central,
with Cary having .another good
game with 21 saves.

with a win and a loss.
In their first game on Friday,
the Tigers went down with a 4-1
loss to Huntington (IN). Once
again, Yajima got the only goal.
On Saturday in the third place
game, ONC exploded with a 7-0
victory over Lincoln Christian
Then on the following week behind the four goals of Elson.
end ONC participated in the Trini Dave Muschott added two and Ya
ty Christian Tournament in Palos jima another to complete the scor
Heights, Illinois and came away ing.

Just In!
Beautiful New
Fall Arrivals
•
•
•
•
•

^

Wind Socks
Cookie Molds
Sun Catchers
Qrape Vine Wreaths
Many, Many
New Country Things
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FINE GIFTS &
ANTIQUES
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ONC golf off to a strong swing for ’85
By Bryan Woodcock

One of the best teams on cam
pus these days belongs to golf
coach Larry Watson.
The Tigers kicked off their
1985 campaign by hosting and win
ning the Olivet Invitational at Bon
Vivant Country Club.
Olivet's 18-hole total was 337
which easily surpassed the 368
mark of second place Rockford.
Finishing th ird w as Illinois
Benedictine (381) with the final
finisher being Trinity with a 386
total.
Leading the way for ONC was
sophomore Keith Holderman as he
won medalist honors with a round
of 83, while senior Greg Harrell
anti junior Todd Larsen each shot
84. Finishing at 86 was Scott Hines.
In its first Chicagoland Col
legiate Conference (13 teams)
outing at Joliet Country Club, the~
Tigers finished fifth with a score of
338 which was two strokes behind
Illinois Tech.
The top three team finishes
were recorded -by Lewis (321),
DePaul (325) and St. Francis (333).

Holderman was again Olivet's
medalist with a round of 82, while
the other scores that counted were
recorded by Harrell (85), Tony
Hoovler (85) and Hines (86).
Olivet hosted the second con
ference meet and again finished in
the fifth position with a 338 total.

Hines shot an 82 to pace the
Tigers, while Holderman finished
with an 83 and newcomer Scott
Goselin had an 84. Rounding out
the scoring was the 86 of Harrell.
"Goselin has made the team
and is helping us,” said Watson.
'We have a good strong team."

Buy any size little Caesars
Original round pizza at regular
price, get the identical pizza
FREE with\your Olivet I.D.!
Now open daily at 11 a.m.
with
pizza, sandwiches, salads and more

▼««He Caesars
Kroger Shopping c en ter
Bourbonnais

939-0002

■ Register with Selective Service.
■ IIt’s quick. I f s easy. And i f s the law.
Presented as a Pubbc S e r i« Announcement by the Selective Service System .
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THE OPEN LINE

PERSONALS
Yolanda Bowen:
Good luck in your marriage and life
in general. You're a terrific BA and
I love you dearly.
Your hugging sister, S.R.

Suzi,
Thanks for a great life so far. I can't
wait for the rest. I love you.
Tom

Jay,

Jay,
Mike C,
Thanks for being such a great
friend! I love you!
, TLC

You are great! Keep up the good
work! Oh yes, that is a definite af
firmative. See you at that crystal
lake. Let's show our kids the beau
tiful wahines. P.S. I think it's time
to publish your findings!

Tommie Bear,
Welcome to the family! The folks
love you!
Precious

CarolThanks for being a great roommate
and friend, and for putting up with
the bears! Love you!
Heidi

Dawn,
I love you and I'll miss you next
semester.
Randy

Mmm Mmm, I like that silhouette!
Trisha,
You are a very dear friend and I'm
so glad God allowed usi to be
roomies this year. YOU are special!
¡Dios le bediga!
Lovingly, Ruth
Come to Prayer Band Tues.
and Thurs. night at 6:15!

Lost?
Ask Klarence Bjerk for directions.
Help available thru ONC Box 24.
I love you!

Congratulations on your new Jeep.
Dad comes through again.
Suzi and Tom

Shannon,
I'm so glad you finally realized
what the Lord's will was all along.
It's great to have you at ONC.
Love ya, Sue
Kelly,
Less than nine months to go!!
Doc

Cupcake,
Click!

I love you!

Buns
Nick - Mr. President! (I've always
wanted to say that) Good luck. Nan, Di, Lysa, Deena,
Believe me, you'll need it
(Fellow roomies) You girls are the
Randy
greatest!
Sharon

Homecoming ’85 Schedule

Got something to say?
Say it in a Giimmerglass Personal!
3 lines only 50«

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
7:30 p.m.

Coronation of Homecoming Queen, followed by re
ception, Chalfant Hall

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
9:35 a.m.

Homecoming Chapel - Chalfant Hall. Dr. Paul Cun
ningham, Pastor, College Church, Olathe, Kansas Class of 1960

6:30 p.m.

Women's Varsity Volleyball vs. Concordia College,.
Birchard Field House - Tickets $1.00

7:30 p.m.

Homecoming Concert - Olivet Ensembles - Chalfant
Hall - Orpheus, Vikings, Treble Clef, Band, Concert
Singers - Student tickets: $2.00, all others $3.00

9:30 p.m.

Gigantic Smorgasbord - Ludwig Center Dining Room
For alumni, parents, students - $5.00

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
8:00 a.m.

Breakfasts in Ludwig Center - Tickets: $3.00
Phi Delta Lambda Honor Society
Athletic Alumni/Students - Hall of Fame Awards
Home Economics Alumni

9:00 a.m.

Science Division Alumni C offee Hour - Reed Hall
of Science

9:30 a.m.

Academic Open House - various departments includ
ing Business, Communications, Education,
Psychology

9:30 10:15 a.m.

5K Run, starting and ending at Decker Quad - for
students and alumni

9:45 a.m.

Science Research Associates

10:00 a.m.

Varsity/Alumni Soccer Match - Snowbarger Park Free

10:30 a.m.

Class Reunion Lunches in Ludwig Center - Various
rooms - '80, '75, '70, ’65, ’60, '55, '50, '45, '40, '35

11:00 a.m.

Strickler Planetarium Program - Free - "A Comet
Called Halley”

11:30-1:00

Student Noon Meal - Ludwig Center

1:30 p.m.

Men's Varsity Football vs. Loras College - Ward Field
Advance Tickets: students $2.00, others $3.00
All tickets sold at the gate are $4.00

2:00 and
3:00 p.m.

Strickler Planetarium Program on Halley's Comet

4:30-6:30

Western Barbecue - Snowbarger Park - Special music
Tickets $5.00 for alumni, parents, others
Students on Regular Meal Plan - Show your I.D.,
no extra charge

8:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball - Birchard Field House Varsity/Alumni

8:00 p.m.

Concert in Chalfant Hall
Stephen Nielson and Ovid Young, duo-pianists
with Jonathan Welch, tenor
Student tickets $2.00, all others $3.00

8:30 p.m.

Lee,
Jesus never fails! Keep the faith. No
girl is worth all that trouble!
Scoobs!
Daun B. and Julie H.
Thanks for making me feel at home
in Orpheus. It is great sitting by
both of ya! Who else could I bor
row pencils from?
Suzi P
, M.R.U.
I hope you're having a great time. I
am!
JTD

Special Olivet Alumni and Student Emphasis in all
Kankakee area Nazarene Churches

Dear K.B.
I'm a sophomore and I'm finding it quite hard to get into
the swing of things this year. I had heard that by the time you
become a sophomore things start to fall in place. What's my
problem?
Struggling in September
Dear Struggling:
What you are experiencing is properly termed as “recurrofreshmanannum.” In lay words, this means you're acting like a freshman.
As cousin I. B. Bjerk once said, “Get over it!"
Dear K.B.:
Is there a place on campus for a couple to be alone?
Cramp^d-on-Campus
Dear Cramped:
No.
Dear K.B.:
Is it true that one of your relatives drew out the map that
Columbus used to discover America?
Trivia Tim
Dear Trivia:
I haven't heard that one before, but I do have at least one
famous relative. Rumor has it that my fourth aunt, Agnes Bjerk,
was a fish in her first life and happened to swallow the silver dollar
that George Washington threw into the Potomac.
Dear K.B.
I have been searching for a man with your kind of in
tellect all of my life! How does a girl go about getting a date
with you? Shall w e meet at the swimming pool on top of
Chalfant?
Klaudia Bhopeful
Dear Klaudia:
Search no further! I've spent three years as a senior waiting for
someone with taste like yours. Ill see you at the bottom of the pool.
In the meantime, try brushing your teeth.
If you have any questions or comments, direct correspondence to:
The Giimmerglass
d o Klarence Bjerk
ONC Box 24

Pam,
I've got the neatest roommate in
the world (especially on Wed.
Sunshine
I

I t y a lot of tenderness.
Hardee's Big Roast Beef e sc tender, tasty, and juicy, you'll be tem pted to have it
noon and night Sliced th in and piled high o n a toasted sesame seed.bun, it s about all
tw o hands and a body can hok:. So next tim e you're good and hungry, tuck in your nap
kin. le i out your b elt, and try a lo t o f tenderness—Hardee's Big Roast Beef

BUY ONE BIG ROAST BEEF
AT REGULAR PRICE
GET ONE BIG ROAST BEEF FREEH

Strickler Planetarium Program on Halley's Comet

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20

with
Klarence
Bjerk

Only 8 minutes from Olivet

174 South Schuyler In
Downtown Kankakee

Hasdeer

m

